
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 

According to current seismic codes, the foundation soil is not allowed to fully mobilize its strength, and plastic 
deformation is restricted to above-ground structural members. Capacity design is applied to the foundation 
guiding failure to the superstructure, thus prohibiting mobilization of soil bearing capacity. However, a 
significant body of evidence suggests that allowing strongly nonlinear foundation response may be 
advantageous. The lecture will introduce an alternative seismic design philosophy termed rocking isolation, in 
which soil yielding is used as a “fuse”. According to such a scheme, the foundation is intentionally under-
designed to uplift and fully mobilize its bearing capacity, limiting the inertia transmitted onto the superstructure. 
To unravel the effectiveness of rocking isolation, a bridge pier is used as an illustrative example. A conventionally 
designed system is compared to a rocking–isolated alternative. Their seismic performance is explored 
analytically, through nonlinear finite element analyses, and experimentally, through shaking table and 
centrifuge model testing. A similar comparison is performed for an existing structure. Finally, novel concepts are 
introduced, aiming to minimize permanent rotations and settlements. 
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